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Write on the board:

Quick Write #1 - “How do the words that you speak or hear affect your reality?”

In This Lesson - “Shifting” is about making better choices. You’ll start by examining the authors’ purpose and 
then you will begin to understand how your words affect your reality.
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If you are keeping the books in your room, have a checkout sheet ready so students can check out copies of 
OSFT as they enter. 
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Write. (5 minutes)

Lead a discussion having various students share their answers to the Quick Write. (7)

Go over In This Lesson and hand out Lesson 1. (1)
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Starting with the Foreword, read up to pg. 15 as a class. (9)
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authors’ purpose. (6)

Lead a class discussion allowing students to share what they included as the authors’purpose. As they 
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	Authors’ Purpose chart. (6)
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Give students time to answer the Discussion Questions. (8)
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Lead a class discussion, going through each question. (20 - 25)

1. In the Preface, Mark mentions that teens are challenged with taking on new responsibilities. What 
new responsibilities are you facing in your teen years?

2. How are you managing those responsibilities?

3. What does Mark mean when he says that teens are challenged with establishing identities?

4. What do you observe yourself or your peers doing to establish identities?

5. What are some of the social pressures that you are facing?

6. How do you deal with social pressures
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Clarify with students that they will be completing the next two pages titled Putting it into Practice on their 
own. Give students time to read and complete this portion. (15)
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Review these two sections, answering any questions that arise. (3)
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LESSON

1
Introduction &
Oh, shift!

“Shifting” is about making better choices. You’ll start by clarifying the authors’ purpose. You will also begin to 
understand how your words affect your reality.

IN  THIS LESSON

OK. Here we go! As you start these lessons, ask yourself to go 
the extra mile to engage your brain. Surprise yourself… it 
will pay off BIG TIME as you make the principles of this book 
come alive for you.

I promise.

What we think, we become.
- Ancient Wisdom
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CLASS READ ALOUD

� EXERCISE: As a class, read pages 10-15. As you read along, consider the authors’ purpose. Ask yourself, what 
do they want to achieve by writing this book? 

Record your notes in the left column.

In the right column, write down specific quotes from the book that support each purpose.

AUTHORS’ PURPOSE TEXTUAL EVIDENCE
(include page numbers)

Putting the power and ability to change aspects of 
your life into the hands of the reader.

It will give you power and control (pg. 10)

To show the perspective of facing challenges in 
your life from someone who isn’t a teenager but is 
around them often.

We’ve heard you and we get you. Now we want you to get 
this. This book can change your life (pg.10)

Incorporating humor into stories to get to know the 
author.

Anecdote “One little letter” (pg.13-15)

Authors show they understand teens in stressful 
situations. They show you ways to deal and help 
better the situations.

Plus teens are subjected to a huge amount of social pressure 
(pg. 11)

Now, take turns sharing out loud what you came up with. Listen to others and in the boxes below, write down 
additional ideas that didn’t make your list.

In Your Opinion: Of all the ideas listed above, choose the one YOU think is the best purpose and circle it. 

AUTHORS’ PURPOSE

ANSWERS  VARY
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Lesson 1 - Introduction and Oh, Shift!

Answer the following questions and be prepared to discuss with the class.

In the Preface, Mark mentions that teens are challenged with taking on new responsibilities. What new 
responsibilities are you facing in your teen years? How are you managing those responsibilities?

ANSWERS  VARY

ANSWERS  VARY

ANSWERS  VARY

What does Mark mean when he says that teens are challenged with establishing identities? What do you observe 
yourself or your peers doing to establish your identities?

What are some of the social pressures that you are facing? How do you deal with social pressures?
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PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE

Words give you power and control. 
You are given a blank canvas each day. 

Your words are your paint.

� EXERCISE: Quietly read pages 19 - 40. Refer back to Jenna’s story on page 24 and answer the following:

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

What words did Jenna first use to describe herself and her feelings about gym class?

I hate this. – Why do I have to do this? – You suck at sports and everyone knows it.

I like gym.- It’s kinda fun to get out of class. – I’m a pretty good runner.

Her nervousness before gym went away and she stopped dreading it like she used to.

ANSWERS  VARY

ANSWERS  VARY

ANSWERS  VARY

What words do you typically use to describe an activity that you don’t enjoy?

Once Jenna discovered that words have a lot of power, what new words did she choose to describe herself and 
her feelings about gym class?

How does saying those words make you feel?

What outcome did those new words get Jenna?

How do you want to feel?
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PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE

What you say����������	�
	��������������
What you think����������	�
	����������		��

How you feel����������	�
	������������
What you do����������	�
	�������	�����

…Every time.

� EXERCISE: Refer back to Mark’s story on page 33 and fill out the chart below.

Now speculate how Mark could have changed his result by changing what he said, thought, felt and did when 
he heard he didn’t get the promotion:

Cool shift, eh?

Mark doesn’t get the promotion.

He chooses to say… “Oh, sh*t!”

Which makes him think… I’ll show them.

Which makes him feel… Angry and subjected to injustice.

Which makes him do… Be rude to Judy and give her an attitude.

Which results in… A written warning and Mark hating his job.

Mark doesn’t get the promotion.

He chooses to say… “Oh, shift!”

Which makes him think… She’s been working here longer and I have more opportunities than she 
does, so it’s OK.

Which makes him feel… The same as he had before he heard about the promotion.

Which makes him do… Try the same or harder at work to get a raise.

Which results in… A raise and Mark still having a job he likes.

Lesson 1 - Introduction and Oh, Shift!
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Finish reading the chapter. Before the next class, pay attention to the words you use that give you a less than 
desirable result. Write down three of the words in the “old word” column below. Next to each one write down a 
new/different word that will give you a better result.

1 POINT
Need more shift

2 POINTS 
Pretty Shifty

3 POINTS
Full-on shifthead-to-be

OLD WORD NEW WORD

SELF-ASSESSMENT

HOMEWORK

Using the chart below, rate how well you completed Lesson One.

Circle your score and, in the box below give the reasons you have earned that score.


